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Our new GM (me), opened our new Hash Year in the circle at Cherngtalay, Soi 1 by calling in my 
co Hares, No Hope and Singha..It was agreed by us that it was, once again a good Run! (but we shall 
see?).  A new spot was introduced by Lucky Lek...Annoments. Thank you LL!

The GM kicked off by asking all members to please respect the Steward or anyone who comes in the 
circle to entertain us all (or even the GM!)...to help maintain peace and order SADG will once again be 
our very own HASH HASH...so friends please help us by listening to your mates when they come in 
the circle...you could end up with a wet bum courtesy of SADG...Thank you all!

To encourage and thank the Stewards, for the rest of this year the Stewards will receive TWO FREE 
BEERS on us!

I feel that we should widen the
involvement of ALL HASHERS in the
circle. To assist this,  the GM invited
anyone who has never been called in by
a Steward to have a beer with
him...WATCH THIS SPACE!

Blue Harlot was introduced as YOUR
NEW JOINT GM. He will play a more
active role this year than traditionally
played by JOINT GM's...GM also told us that a new feature of this year will be chance for a few 
Hashers, who cannot afford time to be GM for the whole year to be GM FOR A DAY..I have already 
discussed this with certain members..I am sure you will all enjoy their chance to shine for you!...WHO 
COULD THEY BE ?

GM announced this year's OUTSTATION RUN. This is to be held on 14/15/16 October 2016 at 
KHANOM...This has been THREE YEARS in the planning and will be a superb event. I PROMISE IT 
WILL BE A WEEKEND YOU WILL NEVER FORGET.....Please book up ASAP and ensure you ARE 
PART OF THE FUN !  (view website details)

All the girls were brought in for the announcement that the Annual Hash Ball is back...This will take 
place on FRIDAY 02 JUNE 2017...they all seemed pleased ..so everyone is invited to celebrate the 
Hash year...more info closer to the date...the Hotel is already booked!

RETURNERS in..only three to come and see their new GM..welcome back!

VIRGINS in Six, A Paddy, A Englander, A couple from Aussie and two young girls from Bradford and 
Leeds, UK..They were not sure who was from where? GM spent most of the time talking to these two 

http://phuket-hhh.com/
http://www.phuket-hhh.com/khanom.shtml


beauties....do you blame me? We welcomed them with just a bit of water!

VISITING HASHERS in..Street Walker and Dr Who from Aussie and What Da Yu Mean and SuSu 
Nonna from Hashs all over the place...we had a competition for them...sing a song, tell a joke or just a 
story from their Hash...Dr Who won hands down...but I felt he cheated ...as he sang in THAI !! He won
a Hash Shirt...Let's give all our VISITING HASHERS a Great PHHH welcome every week!

NEW MEMBER...Only one came in Bjorn, who is leaving us again this week..but you are most 
welcome when you come back to Phuket!

SHORT OR TALL STORIES....to encourage more
participation from the circle, any story, Run related or
not, can now be included as well as our usual RUN
OFFENSES..so come on, join in and let's hear from
you! As your GM is also your Scribe..this tosser forgot
to make notes from this spot...but I promise I will do
next week!

RUN SHIRTS...Your RA and past GM...TOOTSIE
got his 200  Run Shirt...he just had to show his young,
fit body to us...well done Tootsie!

GAY PIG FUCKER...not sure how old but he is now
older than yesterday...HBYC!

DEPARTERS in...about four..sorry you had to go..glad it's not me!

BEER  BITCHES in...Every week you will now have a chance to thank the girls for serving up your 
beers...give them a good cheer..thank you girls!

FOOD HEROS in..we not only drink but we eat our food sold by our FOOD HEROS. So , every week
let's hear it also for them!

HARES in..With JC this week's Run Master stand-in he was
never going to get these Hares Hash Shit...but he was after ME!
GOOD RUN WAS CALLED. Tootsie as HS holder said
nothing but JULIE ANDREWS got HASH SHIT!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER (GM & SCRIBE)

JOIN US ALL FOR FELLOWSHIP AND

FUN NEXT WEEK


